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West wind
Peter Reason smells the
ocean in the summer air
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ust as the light is drawing in on one early summer
evening, I step outside our back door. The air is
damp at the end of a day of showers; a westerly
breeze, unexpectedly cold, catches the side of my
face. I turn to meet it. From high on the southern slopes
of Bath, my view extends across treetops newly touched
with green, down the Avon valley, over Bristol and the
estuary of the river Severn, to the hills of South Wales.
Clouds lie across the sky in parallel lines, all the way
to the horizon, alternating dark and light, purple-grey
fringed with wispy white, and touches of orange
where the dying sunlight penetrates. The heavy clouds
threaten more rain. Yet they are beautiful and essential,
one of the great bounteous gestures of the planet.
Arrested by the drama of the moment, familiar while
also strange, I pause and reflect. As I sniff the air, I recall
that the wind originated with a small disturbance in the
North Atlantic Ocean, out where puffins and other seabirds are returning from their winter feeding grounds.
A plume of warm, moist tropical air thrust into the
denser Arctic air and began to rise. As this fragment
of low pressure deepened, it span anticlockwise by the
rotation of Earth and travelled north-eastward. It picked
up moisture from the sea and gathered strengthening
winds around it – a classic North Atlantic depression.
Finally, it brought a damp westerly up the Bristol
Channel and over the West Country to where I stand.
I breathe in deeply, feeling the cold air chill my nostrils
and the back of my throat. The air, warmed by my body,
enters my lungs, the oxygen joining the haemoglobin in
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my blood to be taken to my internal organs and to the
farthest extremes of my toes and fingertips. With each
in-breath I am taking in a tiny part of the North Atlantic
Ocean. It becomes fully part of me. Similarly, with each
out-breath I release gases that have been part of me –
carbon dioxide, nitrogen, water vapour – that are picked
up by the wind and blown eastward across the country.
I am a 21st-century human being, standing on a suburban hillside in southern England. At the same time, I am
in intimate conversation with one of the great gestures of
the North Atlantic Ocean: the pattern of depressions travelling east and north from mid ocean to north-west Europe.
When I return inside the house, I look up today’s
weather map on the Met Office website. I trace the circular pattern of isobars – the lines of equal pressure
– centred on middle England, and the weak weather
fronts lying across Wales and the West Country – a representation of the clouds I have seen outside. I see that
the wind that chilled my face is the last gasp of a depression moving across the country, dissipating as it does so.
Tomorrow, a ridge of high pressure is forecast to bring
light winds and sunshine that will encourage the spring
flowers. It is gratifying to know that my assessment of
the weather pattern is confirmed by digital technology.
But I would not want to be without the experience of the
wind in my face, and to know directly that even as I stand
on dry land I am part of the ocean, part of the planet.
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